CHAPTER    III
BIRTH AND REBIRTH
if ever a man had a mixed pedigree, Dr. Barnardo was
that man! The blood of at least seven nationalities pulsed
in his veins; and it is possible this was reinforced by that
of as many more. His own formula for his ancestry was—
"a bit of all sorts55.
The earliest records of the Barnardo family go back to
the fifteenth century, in Alexandria, whence,  owing to
Turkish persecution, they fled to Spain, changing meanwhile
their Hebrew name to its Spanish equivalent. A century's
habitation in Spain witnessed the mixing of Barnardo blood
with that of the native race, thus assimilating a Moorish
strain. But persecution again drove them hence. When the
terror of Inquisition and Index darkened the horizon, the
Barnardos were suspect, and calling in what credits they
could fled incognito to Italy. Here one branch of the family
acquired eminence, as is instanced by the erection of the
Palazzo Bernardo, standing to this day on the Grand Canal,
Venice. But our subject's forbears were not destined to
permanent association with the Queen of the Adriatic. After
the passing of several generations, political turmoil in Italy,
together with business opportunities in Germany, induced
them to emigrate to Hamburg, where, becoming established
as international bankers, they helped to finance both Napo-
leon Bonaparte and the Hudson's Bay Company of Canada.
Here, in 1800, was born John Michaelis Barnardo, the
Doctor's father. But Germany was not to be the seat of
the family he established. As a young man he founded a
prosperous business in Dublin; and settling down to manage
it he there courted and married Mary Drinkwater, daughter
of an English Quaker family, long resident in Ireland.
On July 4th, 1845,in Dublin, the ninth child of this union,
Thomas John Barnardo, was born.

